
WORKING HARD OR HARDLY WORKING

In a struggle to accept that it's almost the end of "summer"

and I will no longer be able to trick my brain into thinking it's

summer break I have been trying to log off the internet and

be productive. Obviously this lasted less than an hour and I

was back to binge watching Real Housewives and reading up

on Gwyneth Paltrows "conscious uncoupling" from Chris

Martin (#tbt lol). Naturally,  I used this newsletter to feel like I

am doing something so please enjoy my hours spent

procrastinating instead of finding a job so I can move out of

my parents home in this shitty economy <3 

LISTEN UP
THIS IS YOUR BLOG. 
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N EWS L E T T E R



WHO IS SURPRISED. 
In a valiant effort to remove Kim and Kanye from

the spotlight, Kris Jenner has chosen to publicly

announce that Khloe is back together with

Tristan Thompson. For those of you who are out

of the loop this is Khloe's bball baby daddy who

has cheated on her twice now. Last time they

split was when he allegedly kissed Jordyn

Woods, Kylie Jenner's ex- bff. You may

remember the scandal because it was all anyone

could talk about for a literal month. Jordyn is no

longer friends with Kylie and got roasted by

pretty much everyone supporting the

Kardashians when the news that she kissed

Tristan was announced. It was obvious that

Khloe and Tristan have been together for a while

and that they were using the last season

of Keeping Up to reintroduce him to the public

in a positive manner. Leave it to Kris to have this

kept secret for months in order to drop the story

at the perfect opportunity.  They say the devil

works hard but Kris Jenner works harder! 

JOE JONAS IS A BABY DADDY 
Sophie Turner and Joe Jonas welcomed their

baby on July 22nd in LA! Obviously if you know

me you know this is rude because Joe Jonas was

supposed to be MY baby daddy, but I guess

Sophie Turner is a close second choice. They had

a daughter who they have allegedly named Willa.

Neither of them have spoken out publicly about

the baby but hopefully they release pics soon <3
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PLEASE
ENJOY THIS

PIC OF 
HARRY

STYLES & HIS
STACHE.   



ELLEN UPDATE 

If I waste one more breathe on this I might

actually combust , so this will be the final

time I will speak about anything Ellen

related (unless there is major tea ofc).

There have been rumors that Ellen was

going to lose her show to a myriad of

potential hosts like James Corden , Kristen

Bell, or Jennifer Aniston. Unfortunately this

isn't true and ,with the backing of Warner

Brothers , Ellen will live to see another day

on the talk show stage. Meanwhile, she

sent an "apology" email to her staff saying

she took responsibility as the face of the

show — while criticizing her employees for

not “do[ing] their jobs as they knew I’d

want them done.” Ellen has since remained

silent on the issue but last Monday her

wife, Portia De Rossi, posted a message on

Instagram that read, “I Stand By Ellen.

Soon after a few celebrities spoke out

saying their personal experiences with

Ellen have been nothing but positive. I

mean obviously a celebrity guest is not

going to receive the same treatment as an

employee at the company... but its all for

publicity anyways right? 

RELATIONSHIPS!  

Are Bradley Cooper and Jennifer

Garner more than friends? 

Long time friends, Jennifer Garner and

Bradley Cooper were recently spotted on

a Malibu beach with Bradley's daughter

Lea. Although they have both been close

friends since they starred in Alias

together they are both single for the first

time in a while. Bradley recently split

from his ex Irina Shayk and Jennifer just

ended her relationship with John Miller.

Bradley is also good friends with Ben

Affleck and helped him get through his

divorce, so I don't know how this

relationship would necessarily work, but I

think they would make a cute duo :) 
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https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/ellievhall/prince-harry-legal-complaint-mail-sunday-meghan-markle
https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/ellievhall/prince-harry-legal-complaint-mail-sunday-meghan-markle


TOP 2 SONG PICKS OF THE WEEK

Here are the two songs I listened to the most this

week! Again an FYI I am going to be switching up song

links on the website every 2 weeks so look out for that!

Bon Iver released this wonderful song earlier this

week. Justin Vernon talked about the importance of

the song on instagram mentioning that it is meant to

expose the perils of capitalism and celebrate the

power of community. Second song is Chicken Tenders

by Dominic Fike which is from his new album What

Could Possibly Go Wrong. The entire album slaps but

this song is a good place to start if you have never

listened to Dominic Fike before. Also side plug ,

stream WAP by Cardi B and Megan The Stallion and

pretend you are at a club and have just crushed 3

vodka sodas and are shaking your ass on the dance

floor.... feels good. 

RIHANNA SHES JUST LIKE US!

AUATC
Bon Iver
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Jokes of course because no one

compares to this beautiful and

talented godDESS! This month our

queen Rihanna graces the cover of

Harper's Bazaar's September issue. She

is shown posing in designer pieces

from Chanel, Dior and Miu Miu along

with looks from her own Fenty and

Savage x Fenty brands completing

ordinary tasks like taking out the trash

or running to the fridge in the middle

of the night.

Chicken Tenders
Dominic Fike

RELATIONSHIPS CONT. 

What's the beef b/w Megan Fox

and her Ex Husband about? 
Megan Fox has been very public about her new

relationship with Machine Gun Kelly posting pics

on Instagram left and right after her split with her

long time husband Brian Austin Green. This week

Megan posted a pic with MGK that had the

caption "Achingly Beautiful Boy... My heart is yours

�♥�," Hours later Brian Austin Green posted a pic

of his kids with the same caption "Achingly

beautiful boys...... My heart is yours," so clearly

there is some BEEF brewing. I'll keep you guys

updated. 
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